Generation of a stable mammalian cell line for simultaneous expression of multiple genes by using 2A peptide-based lentiviral vector.
Generation of mammalian cells stably expressing multiple exogenous genes is currently difficult. Here we provide a strategy to facilitate this process. First, a helper vector p2A containing three coding sequences for viral 2A peptides was constructed. Three reporter genes coding for red fluorescent protein (DsRed), firefly luciferase (Fluc) and enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) were then inserted into p2A to form a fusion open reading frame that was subsequently subcloned into a lentiviral vector. After transduction, EGFP-positive 293T cells were selected by fluorescence activated cell sorting. The expression of exogenous genes in selected cells was stable for more than 15 passages, and EGFP-positive cells were over 95%. The efficient cleavages of 2A-peptide mediated polyprotein were also observed and all three reporter proteins were functional. Thus, a stable DsRed/Fluc/EGFP-coexpressing cell line was readily established within a short time. The strategy could be useful for basic research and protein production.